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Module 6 Unit 4 

1. As long as you live in a big city, you will have to put up with the ___________________ 

(environment)pollution. 

2. The majority of the people _____________（同意）to carrying out the plan while the others are 

o____________ to it. 

3. A small mistake may ____________ in(导致) a catastrophe. 

4. She is making a s____________（稳定的）progress in English. 

5. On b_____________ of my school, I’d like to express my warm welcome to all of you coming from 

Europe. 

6. A shower and a glass of beer can ______________(fresh) your spirit. 

7. We have a wide __________________（种类） of energies, such as coal, petrol and natural gas, and 

so on. 

8. __________________(consequence),  __________________ of （大量的）people say they will not 

advocate this policy. 

9. Under no __________________ (绝不)can you litter randomly in public. 

10. This phenomenon arouses a ________________（普遍的） concern. 

 

Module 6 Unit 5 

1. The volcano ______________(爆发) all of a sudden. 

2. After ___________________(shoot), she lost her consciousness. 

3. Knowing that he  _______________(委派) to go to the front to work, his wife was full of 

______________（恐惧）and __________(焦虑). 

4. The man made his way to the hospital, with his hands _______________(出汗). 

5. I _____________(绝对) trust in your _____________（潜力）. 

6. We ______________（保证）the quality of our products and delivery time. 

7. Views on this issue v____________ from person to person. 

8. She _______________ through （匆匆看一遍）my new clothes and shoes, saying they didn’t 

s________ me. 

9. The man stopped his car a________________ the road and w____________ at me. 

10. The worker is adjusting the newly bought ____________________(equip). 

11. Thank you for your _____________ （宝贵的）advice, which arouses my inspiration.  

12. They are e___________（评估） the loss caused by the earthquake, which has burnt everything to 

the ground. 

 

高二选修 7 词汇练习题一 

Module 7 Unit 1 

1. The _______________(残疾的) man has something wrong with his eyesight. 

2. The well-behaved boy is praised for his good c______________. 

3. Stop _________________ (惹恼)me! You are so _______________（生气）. 

4. She _______________ （辞去）her position and applied to a larger firm. 

5. His a________________ is to abolish the Chinese educational system. 

6. It is generally considered that teaching is ________________（合适的） for girls. 

7. There is no short _____________（通路） to success. 

8. The novel is ________________（改编） for TV. 

9. They were sympathetic, but my d______________ and pride faded out. 

10. Yes, here they are. These are my ID card, diploma, and my ___________（证书） for accountant 



qualifications. 

11. It __________________(be) four years since I ______________(graduation) from university. 

 

Module 7 Unit 2 

1. To his great _____________(满意), he finished his fiction within two months. 

2. S________ the passage to find out the answer to this question. 

3. Everyone envies his a______________ for his wife. 

4. Whoever d______________ the rules of the company will be fined. 

5. Boss declares that all his s_________ will get a pay-rise. 

6. If he f____________ either side, violence may erupt. 

7. Will you _________________(节省) a little time to accompany me? 

8. His new haircut is really ______________（荒谬的）. 

9. He is _________ up(堆积) the newspapers in the corner. 

10. Although the woman looks overweight, she behaves very _______________(优雅的). 

11. His _____________（渴望） to achieve his goal is hard to realize. 

12. In ___________(theoretical), your idea may work, but not in practice. 

 

Module 7 Unit 3 

1. He _____________(逃跑) the burning building in panic. 

2. I will call a taxi, and in the _______________（同时）, you hurry to pack up your things. 

3. The two angry men stood o______________ （对面）each other, y___________（喊叫） loudly. 

4. She p___________（停下了） in front of the counter ____________ many beautiful ties were on 

display. 

5. The _______________（证人） is urged to be present at the court. 

6. He found an _______________(废弃的) motorcycle in the wood. 

7. Hangers are necessary to keep clothes ______________（整齐）. 

8. It is easier to build a ___________（关系） than to keep one. 

9. The danger is that these growth gaps will ___________(wide) rather than __________ (narrow). 

10. The young man dived to a ___________(deep) of 40 meters.  

11. She gazed at her own______________(reflect) in the mirror. 

12. They haven’t been a______________ of the significance of the reform. 

13. His _____________（生动的） description made the story more interesting.  

 

Module 7 Unit 4 

1. It has been a fortnight since I ______________(hear) from you last time. 

2. I _____________（买） this sewing machine at a discount of 60% off. 

3. They are making an _______________(安排) for their wedding anniversary.  

4. Our company is located in Shanghai, the _____________(金融的) and ____________（经济的） 

center of China. 

5. It is really a ____________(特权，荣幸) to make your acquaintance. 

6. You can cut out the _____________ （不相关的）details in your writing. 

7. Please offer your seat to those _______________（需要的人）. 

8. Consumers have the right to purchase ______________(security) and reliable products. 

9. The doctor is going to ____________（动手术） on her for her tumor. 

10. Many teenagers p_____________in the organization and helped to ______________（分发） the 

________(donate) food to the people in need in remote areas. 

 



Module 7 Unit 5 

1. It is widely a_______________ that Yun Nan is a_____________ in varieties of zoological and 

botanical resources. 

2. As far as I am concerned, a few words of c____________ can rid myself of depression. 

3. His actions ______________(驳斥)his declared moral principles. What a hypocrite(伪君子)! 

4. Please accept my apology for my o______________ your precious time. 

5. According to Miss Ye’s _________________（要求）, we have to review words of one unit per day. 

6. Life is _______________ (可选的)while death is compulsory. 

6. He _________________(建议) me to make preparations for final exams in advance. 

7. Three years’ experience can _________________ (qualification) her for a better position. 

8. I hate ______________ up （排队）  for too long in the school cafeteria, so I often 

s_______________ （代替）fried noodles for dinner. 

9. He settled in a new city and seemed to ____________________ (适应)very well. 

10. Although the government is not popular, most Iranians seem to accept its right to ____________

（统治）. 

 

Module 6 Unit 4 

1. —I was told that your boss had turned down your request for leave.  

—_____. He promised to think it over.  

A. That’s OK      B. I’m afraid not      C. Of course       D. Not exactly 

2. It is sad that _____ water pollution all over the world is very serious, but on _____ whole, people here 

have been able to get clean drinking water.   

A. the; the       B. the; a             C. 不填; the      D. 不填; a  

3. Lily _____ shyly at the young man from behind her friends and left quickly. 

A. glanced        B. appeared          C. glared          D. stared 

4. We’d better help him later _____ it’s raining hard now. 

A. as if           B. unless              C. even if     D. for 

5. —Why do you want to visit that small town? 

—Because it was in that small town _____ my family had a great time. 

A. which        B. that              C. where         D. what  

6. —I’m very sorry, Mr. White, but I just wanted to please my parents. 

—With what you did during the examination, there is no _____ that you did the opposite. 

A. doubt     B. excuse      C. need         D. possibility 

7. —How did the terrible situation _____? —Neither side agreed to cooperate with each other. 

A. result from      B. come about        C. result in            D. come out 

8. —My sister hasn’t received any reply from the company yet, so she wants to give up. 

—My advice is that she _____ till next week. 

A. has been waiting    B. waits          C. wait          D. will wait  

9. The mayor is strongly opposed to _____ a new hall, which may cost a lot of money. 

A. building  B. build         C. be building      D. have built 

10. To our surprise, most residents living nearby choose to _____ the noise from the factory and even keep 

quiet when interviewed by reporters.   

A. catch up with        B. put up with     C. come up with        D. keep up with 

11. With all of us trying hard all the time, we are winning mild but _____ support from the public. 

A. steady    B. casual        C. average   D. random 

12. To tell the truth, I have never imagined living in a bigger apartment than this one, but I’m afraid I can’t 

afford _____ at all. 



A. that               B. one           C. it             D. what 

13. The woman stayed at home to _____ her very sick child. 

A. tend       B. educate        C. refresh          D. advocate 

14. Spoiled children, often compared _____ flowers in a greenhouse, may be slow to changes. 

A. with         B. to          C. by         D. on 

15. George is such a devoted partner that I know I can trust him in any _____.  

A. phenomenon    B. tendency      C. consequence    D. circumstance 

 

Module 6 Unit 5 

1. —The tower we had visited 3 months before was burnt to the ground last night. 

—_____ What on earth were the firemen doing then? 

A. How come?    B. Absolutely!        C. Anything wrong?       D. I’m frightened. 

2. Mr. Johnson has shown a great interest in importing _____ scientific equipment ever since he was 

appointed _____ mayor of the city.  

A. the; the     B. 不填；不填       C. the; 不填            D. 不填; the 

3. The candidate was about to get in the car _____ suddenly a man with a mask appeared and shot at him.  

A. while          B. after          C. as                     D. when 

4. In the factory, the helmets the workers wore varied _____ color according to their different posts.   

A. from            B. in                C. with               D. alongside 

5. —Peter, let’s check what we still have left. 

—Well, _____ is no use evaluating the total loss before the typhoon leaves.  

A. one                B. that             C. it          D. this   

6. The man was busy preparing lunch in the kitchen, his wife _____ comfortably in the sofa watching TV. 

A. to seat      B. seating          C. seated     D. was seated  

7. It’s said that non-smokers who are always around smokers have almost the same _____ of suffering 

from lung cancer. 

A. potential          B. occasion          C. hope               D. opportunity 

8. _____ to get there before noon, the postman set off in spite of the heavy fog.  

A. Promising     B. To promise        C. Having promised      D. Promised 

9. Food safety _____ to customers, which should be the minimum requirement for the food industry.  

A. guarantees    B. is guaranteed      C. is guaranteeing        D. guaranteed  

10. Conscious of the coming danger, the spy _____ his way to the balcony and jumped down, leaving the 

crowd in the hall puzzled. 

A. showed         B. lost            C. stopped            D. made 

11. The novelist knew little about the precious document. _____, he had hardly heard of it before.  

A. Instead            B. Therefore       C. Actually              D. However  

12. The hunter was so _____ about his own safety that he didn’t even look at the warning notice before 

walking in the forest.  

A. curious        B. sad                C. sure                D. anxious 

13. —What a mess! What are you doing? —I’m _____ the drawer looking for the sweater.   

A. going through      B. glancing through      C. breaking through      D. getting through   

14. When it comes to talking about football, his favorite sport, with David, any time will _____ him.  

A. suit              B. fit                 C. match       D. equal 

15. Waving to her family on the platform, _____. 

A. sorrow filled the girl’s mind              B. the girl could not hold back tears of sorrow 

C. the girl began to wipe tears with her hands    D. the train began to move slowly 

 



 

Module 7 Unit 1 

21. — Are you glad to hear from her? — Of course. ________, we last met more than thirty years ago. 

A. What’s more      B. That is to say        C. In other words       D. Believe it or not 

22. He hurried to the station only _______ that the train had left. 

A. to find           B. finding             C. found              D. to have found 

23. The doctor insisted that only in this ______ could the patient survive in the operation. 

A. way             B. method             C. means             D. meaning 

24. Halfway up the mountain we stopped to ______________. 

A. keep our breath    B. hold our breath       C. be out of breath      D. take breath 

25. _______ with a difficult situation, Arnold decided to ask his boss for advice. 

A. To face           B. Having faced        C. Faced              D. Facing 

26. He was severely injured in the war and his __________ prevented him from holding any job. 

A. inability          B. disability            C. hurt               D. pain  

27. The health organization is ___________ its tenth anniversary this year. 

A. congratulating  B. being congratulated    C. celebrating            D. being celebrated 

28. You were silly __________ your car, otherwise it wouldn’t have been stolen. 

A. not locking    B. to not lock            C. not having locked       D. not to lock 

29. The world will be different, and we will have to be prepared to ________ the change. 

   A. adapt to       B. adopt to              C. apply to               D. devote to 

30. The fire made _____ difficult to rescue the people trapped under the ruins in the earthquake. 

A. /            B. this            C. that          D. it 

31. If better use is _______ your spare time, you will have a more brilliant future. 

A. made of      B. spent       C. used for         D. taken 

32. Having a walk after supper is certainly good for the old people, but it remains ______ whether they 

will enjoy it. 

A. to see        B. to be seen   C. seeing           D. seen  

33. The disaster is so serious that the people in that area really have a lot of difficulty ______ with their 

lives. 

A. with going     B. to go on   C. going on         D. in going 

34. Energy drinks are not allowed _______ in Australia but are brought in from New Zealand. 

A. to make   B. to be made   C. to have been made    D. to be making 

35. Tom was very angry about ________ to Mary’s birthday party. 

A. not inviting  B. being not invited   C. not being invited   D. not to be invited 

 

Module 7 Unit 2 

21. —It’s a really creative idea that a robot can do homework for us. 

—_____. Maybe it’s best for us to do our own work. 

A. I couldn’t agree more     B. I don’t think so       C. You are right         D. You are welcome 

22. The weight of _____ machine will of course be determined by the sort of _____ metal used. 

A. the; the              B. 不填；the        C. 不填; 不填           D. the; 不填 

23. My brother felt it very _____ to drive for 3 hours just for a 20-minute meeting.   

A. nervous            B. absurd            C. alarmed          D. embarrassed 

24. It’s necessary for you to _____ at least an hour each day to learn the new vocabulary. 

A. set off          B. set out            C. set aside           D. set down  

25. While living in a foreign country, one sometimes _____ special dishes from home. 

A. envies      B. desires        C. accompanies     D. scans 



26. Is _____ surprising how quickly children get used to a new environment? 

A. it        B. that     C. this     D. they  

27. —I don’t think Jim expressed any _____ when I was injured. 

—Believe it or not, he was rather upset when you were in hospital. 

A. patience       B. shame     C. sympathy      D. control 

28. The document clearly _____ what is being planned. 

A. declares    B. announces    C. states    D. informs  

29. —I have to ask a(n) _____ of you because the luggage is too heavy for me.—Oh, with pleasure. 

A. satisfaction       B. bonus         C. assessment      D. favor 

30. Feeling very angry at the race result，the athlete _____ and went out, saying nothing. 

A. looked around    B. turned around      C. showed around        D. walked around 

31. The fans hurried to the airport, only _____ they had missed the famous singer. 

A. to tell      B. to be told        C. telling         D. told   

32. Once harm _____ to your health, it takes several months for your physical system to recover. 

A. does         B. is done       C. will be done     D. will do 

33. When you are dealing with so many problems, mistakes are _____ to happen. 

A. eager     B. anxious     C. awful      D. bound 

34. The mother won’t have her children _____ to music while doing their homework. 

A. to be listening     B. listened      C. listening    D. to listen   

35. The speaker seemed to be looking for the words _____ he could express his concern about public 

safety. 

A. that               B. where           C. with which       D. for which 

 

Module 7 Unit 3 

21. — I’m sorry to say this, but the room here is too dirty.—_____. I’ll send someone to clean it right 

away. 

A. That’s all right        B. Sorry to hear that        C. Never mind          D. Thank you all the 

same 

22. On arrival, _____ expedition team were attracted by _____ beauty of the scenery in the Antarctic. 

A. the; the             B. an; the         C. the; 不填           D. an; 不填  

23. We can’t get along well with each other because we have _____ views on almost everything.  

A. shallow           B. strong          C. opposite          D. unique 

24. _____ himself to sorrow, Steven just couldn’t stop crying. 

A. To abandon         B. Abandoning       C. Abandoned        D. Being abandoned  

25. A businessman should not only try to make a consumer _____ his product, he should also know his 

target market.  

A. patient with        B. aware of          C. responsible for     D. particular about 

26. The public urged that the library _____ open during the vacation.  

A. be kept             B. kept          C. keeps           D. should keep 

27. Kate is a great talker; she can speak for hours with-out a(n) _____.  

A. desire              B. target         C. approval         D. pause   

28. —Was anyone injured in the accident?  

—All the people were _____ before the bus exploded. It was really a narrow escape.  

A. helped out           B. looked over      C. taken away      D. left alone 

29. Mark has set an ambitious target _____ he will travel across China by bike in a year.  

A. what       B. that       C. which      D. whether 

30. Mr. and Mrs. Smith dream that the beautiful sea will be a(n) _____ to their romantic love.  



A. approach          B. access       C. witness        D. invitation 

31. The manager _____ on how to improve the quality of products over the past few months. 

A. reflects            B. reflected     C. has been reflecting      D. had reflected 

32. There was once a time _____ I was extremely scared to attend school because of the strict teacher. 

A. on which           B. after which       C. that         D. when 

33. —Sam, must you _____ your success into every discussion?—I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to do that. 

A. drag        B. seal        C. turn       D. push 

34. Look! The new houses _____ here will be avail-able to those low-income families after they are 

ready. 

A. to be built     B. built       C. being built     D. building 

35. _____ a man tried to rob a store by entering through the roof, he got stuck upside down.  

A. Though      B. Since      C. Until        D. When 

 

Module 7 Unit 4 

21. — I’ve got the money back from Henry.—____? After all, he needs our help now. 

A. What’s wrong with you    B. How could you do that      C. How much did you get    D. When 

did you do that 

22. — Have you heard _____ news?— Oh, is it that the price of _____ petrol is going down? 

A. the; the          B. 不填；the       C. the; 不填     D. 不填；不填 

23. Jim didn’t prepare ahead of time. What he said was not _____ to our discussion at all in the meeting.   

A. similar            B. vital     C. relevant       D. opposite 

24. When I woke up, it was already midnight and it took a few seconds for my eyes to _____ to the 

darkness. 

A. refer         B. adjust       C. attend        D. point  

25. Having been working for so long a time, the workers are dying _____ a holiday. 

A. for          B. with       C. to          D. about 

26. Tom is a little careless, but he is _____ quite suitable for the post.    

A. thus       B. nearly     C. otherwise     D. generally 

27. — How do you like Guilin?— It is the most beautiful place ______ I have ever been to. 

A. where          B. which       C. that             D. what 

28. Our teacher is always helping us without expecting anything _____.  

A. in return       B. in need     C. in public         D. in common 

29. In order to live with their whole family, the young couple were determined to _____ a large house. 

A. donate            B. purchase        C. supply          D. abandon 

30. Many ordinary people fought against _____ in order to create a fairer society. 

A. distribution         B. arrangement        C. insecurity         D. privilege 

31. I’ll never understand how it _____ that you were late three times in one week. 

A. came about       B. came across       C. came out          D. came up   

32. Not the novel itself but the lovely characters in it _____ the children interested in the cartoon series. 

A. make            B. makes      C. making           D. to make 

33. Last Monday, I was chatting online ____, before I knew it, our manager came in and stood behind me.   

A. until          B. when        C. unless         D. so 

34. The story is not real; it is only _____. 

A. imaginary          B. imaginable       C. imagining         D. imaginative 

35. Tobao Site is one of Asia’s largest network platforms, _____ people can buy and sell many kinds of 

things. 

A. where         B. when       C. that         D. whose  



Module 7 Unit 5 

21. — Are you going to attend the academic lecture to-morrow? 

— _____. I might have to pick my uncle up at the airport. 

A. No problem         B. It all depends         C. No way       D. It sounds great 

22. I think if you want Sara to make _____ apology to your brother, it is out of _____ question — she is 

so stubborn.  

A. an; 不填         B. an; the        C. 不填; the         D. 不填; 不填 

23. The doctor strongly recommended that Mr. Bush _____ on at once. 

A. operated         B. was operated       C. be operated       D. operate  

24. It is more than 200 years _____ the draft of the Declaration of Independence was made in 1776. 

A. since   B. before     C. when     D. while 

25. It was the first time Mary _____ such a big opening ceremony. 

A. has attended        B. attended          C. had attended        D. should attend 

26. Larry cannot escape from being punished, because we have _____ proof of his guilt. 

A. absurd           B. academic       C. awful            D. abundant 

27. Today Bob contradicted Ms. Li, our math teacher, in class, _____ made her angry with him. 

A. that        B. which      C. what        D. who 

28. — Julia, why did you leave halfway last night? 

— Because I had little to share with the other wealthy guests; I didn’t _____ them. 

A. fit in with        B. put up with       C. agree with      D. meet with 

29. A study found keeping the mind _____ with tasks, no matter how meaningless, prevents negative 

emotions. 

A. having occupied     B. having been occupied       C. occupied       D. being occupied 

30. Jim will do a great job since he has got all the right _____. 

A. routines         B. qualifications       C. donations      D. targets 

31. Our family moved again last year, not long after my body _____ to changes in temperature. 

A. had adjusted     B. had been adjusted     C. has adjusted       D. has been adjusted 

32. Young George refused to acknowledge _____ he had done hurt his parents’ feelings.  

A. which     B. what      C. that       D. who  

33. Linda _____ her tired mother by putting her feet in hot water. 

A. governed      B. abandoned   C. required      D. comforted 

34. — Are you tired of doing the same work day in and day out?— Yes. I must say that never before 

_____ that way. 

A. I felt       B. I have felt       C. did I feel      D. have I felt 

35. — Please be seated, young lady. _____, what did you work as? 

— Well, in fact I just graduated from Northwest University last month. 

A. Above all       B. First of all      C. After all        D. All in all 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


